Driven grips installation instructions:

For all standard grips

- Remove OEM grips. (You can cut them off if they are glued on)
- Make sure both sides throttle and clutch are smooth and clean.
- (If there are ridges on the throttle tube you will need to smooth them out prior to installation)
- Look at your new grips there are 2 different grips per package, you will see a larger diameter and a smaller diameter grips, the larger diameter will fit on the right side or the throttle side, the smaller diameter is for the left side or clutch side.
- Driven recommends the use of grip glue (part number DGG-1)
- Apply glue on the inside of the grip on the front portion of the grip.
- Push the grip in a circular motion forward the glue will lubricate the grip and help guide it on. Make sure it's done fast as the glue is setting quickly.
- Repeat on the other side.

Notes:
If you don't wish to use glue make sure you use a lubricant like WD-40 or similar.
Don't use brake cleaner or harsh chemicals.